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Formation and energetics 
of head‑to‑head and tail‑to‑tail 
domain walls in hafnium zirconium 
oxide
Tanmoy Kumar Paul *, Atanu Kumar Saha  & Sumeet Kumar Gupta 

180◦ domains walls (DWs) of head‑to‑head/tail‑to‑tail (H–H/T–T) type in ferroelectric (FE) materials 
are of immense interest for a comprehensive understanding of the FE attributes as well as harnessing 
them for new applications. Our first principles calculation suggests that such DW formation in 
hafnium zirconium oxide (HZO) based FEs depends on the unique attributes of the HZO unit cell, such 
as polar‑spacer segmentation. Cross pattern of the polar and spacer segments in two neighboring 
domains along the polarization direction (where polar segment of one domain aligns with the spacer 
segment of another) boosts the stability of such DWs. We further show that low density of oxygen 
vacancies at the metal‑HZO interface and high work function of metal electrodes are conducive for 
T–T DW formation. On the other hand, high density of oxygen vacancy and low work function of metal 
electrode favor H–H DW formation. Polarization bound charges at the DW get screened when band 
bending from depolarization field accumulates holes (electrons) in T–T (H–H) DW. For a comprehensive 
understanding, we also investigate their FE nature and domain growth mechanism. Our analysis 
suggests that a minimum thickness criterion of domains has to be satisfied for the stability of H–H/T–T 
DW and switching of the domains through such DW formation.
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Characteristics of domains and their kinetics are crucial for understanding the novel applications of ferroelectric 
(FE) material-based devices. The domains in an FE are characterized by a specific direction of electric polariza-
tion. In the boundary region between two neighboring domains, defined as the domain wall (DW), polarization 
transitions from one direction to the other. The nature of the DW and the polarization direction in the domains 
depend on electrostatic, mechanical and thermodynamic energies and the coupling amongst them. The DWs 
are commonly indicated by the angle between the polarization of the neighboring domains. Theoretical and 
experimental works have established a wide variety of DWs in FE materials. For example, with density functional 
theory calculations and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) experiments, 109◦ , neutral 180◦ and 71◦ DWs 
in FE  BiFeO3 have been  demonstrated1. 90◦ DW in tetragonal ferroelectric  PbTiO3 has been studied through the 
combination of first-principles calculations and Landau–Ginzburg–Devonshire (LGD) theory and validated by 
 experiments2. 180◦ charged DW has been experimentally demonstrated in  BaTiO3 single crystal through mixed 
electron/ion screening  mechanism3.

DWs in FEs can be broadly classified into two types: (1) 180◦ ferroelectric DWs where polarization vectors 
in two surrounding domains are antiparallel and (2) ferroelastic DWs where polarization vectors are at an angle 
other than 180◦ . The 180◦ FE DWs can be subcategorized into two types. First is the most widely studied 180◦ 
neutral DW where DW is parallel to the polarization direction. The second is known as 180◦ Head-to-Head/
Tail-to-Tail (H–H/T–T) DW where DW is in a plane perpendicular to the polarization direction, and polarization 
vectors of the two domains either face each other (H–H) or away from each other (T–T). DWs can also be classi-
fied according to the orientation of polarization within the DW viz. Ising, Neel or Bloch  type4. Ising type DW is 
the most common DW in FEs where polarization axis is fixed inside the DW. Neel and Bloch type DWs have also 
been reported in Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 and  LiTaO3 FEs, where rotation of polarization direction happens inside the  DW5,6.

In 180◦ H–H/T–T and ferroelastic DW, free carriers may appear at the DW to compensate bound polariza-
tion charges. These are known as the charged DWs which have received the attention of scientific community 
for their prospective applications due to their giant conductivity. This contrasts with the neutral DWs where the 
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conductivity is extremely low. Several  theories7,8 and  experiments9,10 have been published on the principle and 
applications of charged DWs. For example, through electric field-controlled transformation between neutral 
and charged DW in  BiFeO3, ON–OFF switching has been shown experimentally and its application in logic 
circuits have been  proposed11.

All the examples of different types of DWs mentioned so far are those of conventional perovskite based FEs. 
Compared to them, doped/undoped Hafnium Oxide  (HfO2) is a more recent class of FE material and is widely 
studied due to its scalability (excellent ferroelectricity in ultra-thin films) and compatibility with complementary 
metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS)  process12,13. Among  HfO2 based FEs, 50% Zr-doped  HfO2  (Hf0.5Zr0.5O2 
or HZO) has been shown to exhibit maximum percentage of FE phase which leads to the highest remnant 
 polarization14. Among different types of DWs in  HfO2-based materials, 180◦ neutral  DW15,16 has been by far 
the most explored type of DW. Besides, non-180◦ ferroelastic DWs have also been  theoretically17 analyzed and 
 experimentally18–20 validated in  HfO2-based FEs. On the other hand, stable 180◦ H–H/T–T DW has been pre-
dicted from physical modeling in HZO based  devices21,22. For example, previous phase field model for HZO based 
FE field effect transistor (FEFET) from our research group shows that for a thickness regime greater than 5 nm 
of FE up to 10 nm, stable H–H/T–T DWs can form at suitable voltages during polarization switching via domain 
nucleation and DW  motion21. This, in turn, impacts the multi-level memory/synaptic functionality in  FEFETs21.

Despite predicting 180◦ H–H/T–T DW formation, phase field models do not offer the understanding of 
microscopic formation, energetics, or domain dynamics of this type of domain wall in HZO. For example, an 
important aspect of H–H/T–T DW formation is polarization bound charge screening mechanism. Previous theo-
retical studies have shown that charge compensation of bound charges by free carrier is necessary to form stable 
H–H/T–T domain wall in  FE7. But till now, there has been no fundamental investigation from the first principles 
analysis or experimental demonstration of 180◦ H–H/T–T DW in HZO. The first exploration of the possibilities 
of T–T DW formation in HZO was carried out by our  group23. This paper expands on that work and is the first to 
analyze the H–H and T–T DWs of HZO considering an MFM structure (with the preprint published in  arXiv24). 
After the pre-print publication, another work has analyzed H–H/T–T DWs in bulk configurations of  HfO2

25.
In this work, we make the following contributions:

• We explore the possibilities of 180◦ H–H/T–T DW formation in HZO-based Metal–FE–Metal (MFM) struc-
tures using first principles Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations.

• We show that energy minimization in H–H/T–T DWs occurs through cross-pattern configuration of polar 
and spacer segments in two neighboring domains of HZO.

• We expound the bound polarization charge compensation mechanisms at the interface and DW.
• We establish the effect of oxygen vacancy and work function of metal electrode on the stability of H–H/T–T 

DWs.
• We analyze the thickness constraints of H–H/T–T DW formation, their FE polarization profiles and domain 

growth mechanisms.

Results and discussion
We will first discuss the domain configurations, which play an important role in the energetics of the H–H/T–T 
domain walls. It is widely known that orthorhombic Pca21 phase (as shown in Fig. 1) is the source of ferroelec-
tricity in  HfxZr1-xO2

26. The unit cell can be subdivided into two segments along [100] direction: a spacer segment 
with all the oxygen (O) atoms in the centrosymmetric position and a polar segment with all the O atoms in the 
non-centrosymmetric  position15. In different unit cells, the sequence of polar and spacer segments can vary. 
Also, the atomic arrangement along the directions other than the polarization direction can be  different16. For a 
given upward polarized unit cell (U), four downward polarized unit cells ( Da , Db , Dc and Dd ) can be derived by 
performing Euclidean transformations as shown in Fig. 1a–d, respectively, as explained in our previous  work27. 
The performed transformations are as follows: rotation with respect to x-axis ( Rx ), reflection in xy plane ( Mxy ) 
and translation along x-axis ( Tx ). The energy and lattice parameters of all the unit cells in Fig. 1 are almost iden-
tical. Figure S1 in the Supplementary section shows the switching pathways from upward polarized unit cell to 
each of these downward polarized unit cells.

From the unit cell atomic configurations in Fig. 1, it is evident that the interface with the metal may end with 
O or Hf/Zr atoms. Moreover, depending on the abundance of O atoms at the interface, different numbers of oxy-
gen vacancies can form. During the formation of HZO on metal by atomic layer deposition (ALD) through rapid 
thermal annealing (RTA), O vacancy is created when Hf/Zr atoms are partially  oxidized28. With proper choice 
of the electrode and optimization of the fabrication process, oxygen vacancy formation can be  minimized29. For 
example,  RuO2 electrode has been shown to supply additional oxygen to the HZO film, thus minimizing oxygen 
vacancies at the  interface30. To consider the H–H/T–T DW formation in different scenarios, we consider various 
possible densities of oxygen vacancies at the interface. Note that, due to this assumption, the number of atoms 
in the HZO sample may correspond to non-integer multiples of HZO unit  cell31.

Let us start with vacancy-free O-ended interface with Ir metal and discuss the possibility of T–T DW forma-
tion. We will later analyze the effect of oxygen vacancy as well as the possibility of H–H DW formation.

Tail‑to‑Tail domain wall
Domain configuration
To understand the attributes of DW formation, we consider all four possible combinations of upward and down-
ward polarized unit cells shown in Fig. 1 and form MFM samples with 4.58 nm HZO thickness corresponding 
to nine unit cells of HZO. This is the default thickness considered in this work unless otherwise specified. The 
procedure for forming MFM structures and necessary parameters are described in the Method section. The 
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combination of U with Da , Dc and Dd form MD configurations of MDz,a , MDz,c and MDz,d , respectively. MD 
configuration by combining U and Db is unstable. The SD and stable MD configurations are shown in Fig. 2a. 
MDz,a and MDz,c create local 90° DWs where 90° rotation of polarization axis occurs inside the DW. Atomic 
configurations inside the domain and DWs with views from three orthogonal planes in Supplementary Fig. S2a–c 
depict the 90° rotation. MDz,d forms pbcn phase inside the DW as shown in Supplementary Fig. S2d. Note that, 
in MDz,a , the sequences of polar and spacer segments are similar in both the domains, and we call it parallel-
pattern configuration. On the other hand, in MDz,c and MDz,d , the sequence of polar and spacer segments in 
two domains are alternating in manner. So, we will call them cross-pattern configurations.

The total energy differences per unit cross-sectional area between each of the MD and SD configurations are 
depicted in Fig. 2b. Note that the energy values in the bar include DW energy as well as the difference between 
MD and SD interface energy. Although what we really want to compare among the MD configurations is DW 
energy, interface energies cannot be obtained separately. This is because the two interfaces in SD (A and B in 
Fig. 2a) have different polarization bound charges and thus the two interface energies are different in magnitude 
as described in previous  works32. In contrast, in each T–T MD configuration, both the interfaces have similar 
polarization bound charges and similar interfaces. It is also interesting to note that these interfaces are equivalent 
to the interface B of SD configuration. The similarity of the two interfaces in the T–T MD state suggests that all 
the three MD configurations have similar overall interface energies. Hence, we expect that the difference between 
MD and SD interface energy should also be similar for all the MD configurations. Thus, from the energy values in 
Fig. 2b, it is evident that MDz,d has the lowest DW energy. Note that DW here is half pbcn unit cell thick (around 
0.28 nm). This is much less than the DW thickness in conventional FEs, which typically exhibit H–H/T–T 
DW width of few  nanometers8,33. The thinner nature of such DWs in HZO can be understood intuitively. It is 
understandable that, near the DW, polarization bound charges exist in the polar segment of HZO, but the spacer 
segment is free of polarization bound charges. In the cross-patterned MDz,d configuration, polar segment faces 
spacer segment of the opposite domain near the DW. Thus, similar bound charges near the DW avoid facing 
each other and minimize the energy cost. Consequently, even half unit cell thick DW can have sustainable 
electric fields. Although MDz,c also exhibits cross-pattern configuration, it has the highest DW energy. This can 
be attributed to the induced strain near the DW due to the rotation of Pca21 phase. This has been explained in 
Supplementary Fig. S2 in more detail. Henceforth, we will focus on the cross-pattern configuration of MDz,d 
as the minimum energy T–T DW. With this understanding of the energetics, we will now delve deeper into its 
bound polarization charge screening mechanism.

Figure 1.  Orthorhombic Pca21 phase of Hf0.5Zr0.5O2 with z-axis as the polarization direction. For an upward 
polarized unit cell (U), four downward polarized unit cells ( Da , Db , Dc and Dd ) are derived from Euclidean 
transformations. Blue and red outlined regions are polar segments with downward and upward polarizations, 
respectively. Yellow outlined regions are spacer segments with centrosymmetric oxygen atoms. The energy and 
lattice parameters of all the unit cells are almost identical.
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Bound polarization charge screening
In T-T configuration, negative and positive bound polarization charges appear at the DW and interface respec-
tively. To obtain stable T–T DW in HZO, it is necessary to have proper screening of these charges.

Screening at interface. It is well known that metals have excellent capability to compensate bound charges in 
ferroelectric interfaces through their mobile  charges34,35. This is also true for the MFM structures discussed in 
this work. To validate this claim, we will discuss the atomic layer-wise Projected density of states (PDOS) of 
HZO SD configuration with Ir metal. Figure 3a shows PDOS for the two atomic layers of HZO near the bottom 
(A) and top (B) interfaces. Here, layer-wise conduction band (CB) and valence band (VB) shift is negligible 
between the two interfaces. Thus, depolarization field is negligible within the domains. This suggests that bound 
polarization charges at the two interfaces of SD are screened by the metal very well. As discussed earlier, both the 
interfaces in the T–T configuration are similar to one of the interfaces of SD. Thus, it can be inferred that metals 
compensate interface bound charges in T–T configuration as well. Note that in SD configuration, VB maximum 
and CB minimum are sufficiently away from the metal Fermi level. This reiterates that HZO acts as an excellent 
insulator in the SD configuration.

Figure 2.  Atomic configurations of MFM HZO samples for O-ended interface without vacancy (a) Single 
domain and multidomain T–T supercells consisting of U and Da , Dc and Dd of Fig. 1, respectively. Combination 
of U and Db is unstable. (b) Total energy difference with SD for each MD structure. The energy values in the 
bar include the difference between SD and MD interface energy as well as the DW energy. Thus, cross-pattern 
MDz,d gives the lowest energy.
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Screening at DW. Now, we will investigate the bound charge screening mechanism near the DW. To screen 
negative bound polarization charges at the T–T DW, positive mobile charge carriers (holes) should appear. This 
can be observed from the total PDOS inside FE HZO and at the central oxygen layer shown in Fig. 3b, c, respec-
tively. Here, the maximum of the VB comes closer to the Fermi level to generate holes. The hole density is 
maximum in the O layer at the center of the DW. PDOS at each layer of HZO sample is shown in Supplementary 
Fig. S3. The layerwise VB shift in Fig. S3 indicates that the accumulation of holes happens by band bending 
inside the FE layer. Depolarization field acts as the source of this band bending. But excessive depolarization field 
destabilizes FE phase. Thus, for T–T DW to form, an optimized amount of band bending is needed inside the FE 
such that (a) sufficient mobile charge carrier density can be generated to compensate the bound charges in the 
T–T DW and (b) depolarization field is weak enough so as not to destabilize the DW.

Effect of oxygen vacancy
So far, we have discussed the stability of T–T DW for a vacancy-free O-ended interface. Now we will discuss the 
effect of oxygen vacancy on its stability. For that, let us first understand its effect on SD configuration.

Band offset modulation due to oxygen vacancy. The presence of oxygen vacancy increases the electro-positiv-
ity of  HZO36. Thus, it decreases the likelihood of removing an electron and increases the likelihood of adding an 
electron into the HZO sample. This means that both the electron affinity and ionization potential increase. As a 
result, oxygen vacancy shifts the VB and CB down, i.e., VB offset with respect to the metal electrode increases 
and CB offset decreases. The band offsets are important factors for stabilization of H–H/T–T DWs as will be 
evident in subsequent sections. To understand the O-vacancy effect on band offsets, we perform the SD band 
calculation for three different types of HZO termination: O-ended interface with no oxygen vacancy, two oxy-
gen vacancies per interface and Hf/Zr-ended interface as shown in Supplementary Fig. S4. The total PDOS of 
these FE samples are shown in Fig. 4a–c respectively. For oxygen vacancy free interface with Ir metal, VB offset 
is smaller compared to CB offset as shown in Fig. 4a. For Hf/Zr-ended interface in Fig. 4c, CB offset becomes 
smaller compared to VB offset. Similar effects of oxygen vacancies on band offset of  HfO2 with Ni metal has 
been demonstrated using DFT calculations, which are in good agreement with experimental  measurements37,38. 

Figure 3.  (a) Projected density of states (PDOS) of atomic layers of SD HZO near the interfaces A and B in 
Fig. 2a. The small shift of CB and VB between the two atomic layers suggests negligible depolarization field i.e., 
excellent bound polarization charge screening near the interfaces by metal. (b) Total PDOS and (c) PDOS at 
central oxygen layer of MD T–T configuration in HZO. The VB maximum and fermi level suggest that holes 
appear at the DW to screen negative polarization bound charges. This comes at the cost of band bending, i.e., 
depolarization field.
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The PDOS of HZO layers near the two interfaces for each of the SD configurations are shown in Supplementary 
Fig. S5. The plots suggest negligible depolarization field inside the FE in each of the SD configurations. Thus, 
polarization bound charges at the interfaces are well-screened by the metal electrode, irrespective of the interface 
termination. This means that charge screening at the DW is the most crucial factor for the stability of T–T DW.

Stability of T–T DW with oxygen vacancy. With this understanding of the band offset modulation with O 
vacancy, let us now analyze its effect on the stability of T–T DW. For that purpose, we first take a stack of metal-
FE HZO. Then, we relax the interface by fixing the furthest HZO unit cell from the interface to the bulk HZO 
atomic configuration. The interface relaxation ensures that bound polarization charges near the interface get 
compensated. We perform this relaxation for different stacking order (metal on top or bottom), number of O 
vacancies (zero to four), O vacancy distribution (vacancy in polar or spacer layer) and polarization direction (up 
and down) of HZO. Then, we clamp such two stacks to form MFM structures which act as the initial T–T atomic 
configurations with oxygen vacancy. The metal-HZO stacks and clamping plane are shown in Supplementary 
Fig. S6a.

To understand the stability of these unrelaxed DWs, we perform PDOS calculations. Figure 5a shows the 
PDOS of the atomic layers near the interface and at the DW considering interfaces without oxygen vacancy. As 
described before, holes appear at the T–T DW to screen bound charges at the cost of the depolarization field. 
The magnitude of the depolarization field is determined by the shift of the VB maximum as shown by the arrow 
in Fig. 5a. Now, when there is an increased number of oxygen vacancies at the interface, the VB offset increases. 
Thus, it requires a larger depolarization field to accumulate holes at the DW. This increase in the depolarization 
field is visible from the larger arrow size in Fig. 5b compared to that in Fig. 5a. If the domains can withstand this 
increased depolarization field, the T–T DW becomes stable. Otherwise, they transform to single domain. Our 
calculation for the 4.58 nm thick HZO suggests that if a single vacancy per interface forms at the spacer layer 

Figure 4.  Total PDOS of atomic layers of SD HZO for (a) O-ended interface without oxygen vacancy (b) 
O-ended interface with two oxygen vacancies per interface (c) Hf/Zr-ended interface. Oxygen vacancy increases 
VB offset and decreases CB offset.
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with Ir metal, it relaxes to a stable T–T DW. Further, as we increase the number of oxygen vacancies per interface, 
T-T DW becomes unstable. On the other hand, for vacancies at the polar layer, the T–T DW becomes unstable 
after relaxation even with a single vacancy.

To understand the attribute of this spatial distribution of oxygen vacancy, we compare the PDOS of atomic lay-
ers below the interface for O vacancies in both polar and spacer layer (Fig. 5c). It suggests that VB offset is slightly 
larger when vacancy is in the polar layer as opposed to when vacancy is in the spacer layer. As a result, depolari-
zation field needed for hole accumulation at the DW is also higher when O-vacancy is in the polar layer. Thus, 
although T–T DW forms when a single O-vacancy exists in the spacer layer, it destabilizes when the O-vacancy 
is in the polar layer. It is important to point out that the difference in the VB offsets between polar and spacer 
layers in the unrelaxed condition is minor and further investigation is needed to analyze other possible causes.

Effect of metal electrode
Besides the oxygen vacancy, stability of T-T DW also depends on the work function of the metal electrode. The 
higher work function of metal shifts the fermi level down with respect to the vacuum level and thus reduces the 
VB offset of HZO. Then, the depolarization field for accumulating holes reduces and the stability of T–T DW 
increases. On the other hand, for low work function metal, VB offset increases and it reduces the T–T DW stabil-
ity. We verified this dependence on metal work function by using tungsten (W) as low work function metal and 
Platinum (Pt) as high work functional metal. With Pt electrode, stability of T–T DW with respect to vacancy is 
like what was observed in Ir metal because of their similar work functions. With W electrode, T–T DW is unstable 
even with O-vacancy-free interface. In summary,  the results suggest that in FE devices using high work function 
metals, locally existing oxygen vacancy free interface or interface with single oxygen vacancy at the spacer layer 
act as the nucleation site for T–T DW formation.

Head‑to‑Head domain wall
Now, we will briefly discuss the stability of H–H DW formation. Let us start with H–H configurations for 
vacancy-free O-ended interface with Ir metal. Following the process of stability analysis of T-T DW, we start 
with relaxed interfaces of metal-HZO with bulk HZO atomic coordinates away from the interface and clamp two 
stacks to form initial H–H configurations (Supplementary Fig. S6b). Then we calculate PDOS for these unre-
laxed structures. As opposed to hole accumulation in T–T DW, for H–H DW, electrons accumulate at the DW 
to screen positive bound polarization charges at the cost of depolarization field. Here, shift of the CB represents 
the required depolarization field (as opposed to the shift of VB in case of T–T DW). Recall from Fig. 4 that for 
vacancy-free O-ended interface with Ir, CB offset is much larger than VB offset. Thus, to accumulate free carriers 

Figure 5.  PDOS of atomic layers near the interface and at DW of unrelaxed T-T configuration with relaxed 
interfaces for (a) O-ended interface without vacancy and (b) O-ended interface with a vacancy at the spacer 
layer. (c) Comparison of PDOS near the interface between vacancy at polar and spacer layer. Depolarization 
field needed for creating holes at the DW is more when there is a vacancy at the spacer layer compared to 
vacancy-free interface. The field is slightly larger when the vacancy is at the polar layer.
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near the DW, larger CB shift is needed compared to VB shift. As a result, larger depolarization field is needed 
in H–H DW compared to T–T DW to screen bound charges at the DW. The PDOS of atomic layers below the 
interface and near the DW for both configurations are shown in Fig. 6. The width of the arrows in Fig. 6a, b rep-
resent the corresponding depolarization field within the domains of T–T and H–H configurations, respectively. 
With such higher depolarization field of H–H DW, it becomes unstable after  relaxation39,40.

As we increase the number of O vacancies at the interface, CB offset reduces. Thus, depolarization field needed 
for screening bound charges at the H–H DW reduces. This increases the stability of H–H configuration. It turns 
out that for higher work function metals (i.e., Ir, Pt), H–H DW becomes stable only when the interfaces are Hf/
Zr-ended. For lower work function metal, CB offset reduces and it increases the H–H DW stability. For W elec-
trode, H–H is stable for all interfaces including the O-ended interface without O vacancy. The relaxed H–H DW 
configuration with Hf/Zr-ended interface for Ir and corresponding PDOS is shown in Supplementary Fig. S7.

From the discussions made so far, it is evident that both H–H and T–T configurations in HZO carry mobile 
carriers (electron and hole respectively) near the DW region. (This may be similar to the charged DW in per-
ovskite  FEs9 and calls for further investigation.) In addition, reduction of oxygen vacancy at the interface and 
using metal electrode of high work function is favorable for hole accumulation at the DW and stabilization of 
T–T DWs. On the other hand, increased oxygen deficiency at the interface and low work function metal favors 
H–H DW formation through electron accumulation at the DW. Polarization switching can occur through either 
H–H or T–T configuration depending on the density of oxygen vacancy at the interface and electrode selec-
tion. Previous research works have predicted O enriched interfaces to be more energetically favorable than Hf/
Zr ended  interface32. Thus, for Ir, H–H DW is less likely to form compared to T–T DW. As we are focusing on 
Ir metal in this study, for the rest of the paper, we will focus on T–T DW and analyze the characteristics of T–T 
DW with vacancy-free O-ended interface.

T–T DW Characteristics
DW stability with HZO thickness
As discussed earlier, stability of T–T configurations depends on the magnitude of depolarization field. To obtain 
the magnitude of this electric field, we calculate plane averaged local and macroscopic electrostatic potential 
(EP). EP for our 4.58 nm thick sample is shown in Fig. 7. Figure 7a shows macroscopic EP in the SD state which 
is almost flat. Thus, the depolarizing electric field inside the domain of the SD state is negligible as discussed 
before with PDOS. In the MD state, the EP is shown in Fig. 7b when the domains are of equal width, i.e., the 
DW is at the center. As discussed earlier with PDOS, band bending occurs in MD due to the depolarization 
field. The depolarization field is indicated by the non-zero slope of the macroscopic EP inside the domains. 
The depolarization field is the same in both the domains because of the equal width of the domains and similar 
interfaces on both sides.

Now, the depolarization field changes as the DW moves away from the center. Structural relaxation reveals 
that DW can shift by half-unit cell in T–T domain configuration, i.e., domains can consist of even or odd number 
of half-unit cells along the polarization direction. The EP with DW shifted by two half-unit cells (one unit cell) 
from the center is shown in Fig. 7c. As the DW shifts from the center, the slope of the macroscopic EP on the 
narrower domain increases, indicating a larger depolarization field. The depolarization field in the narrower 
domain for different locations of DW is shown in Fig. 8a. The values along the horizontal axis are the locations 
in terms of half-unit cell with respect to the center. When the depolarization field in a domain exceeds a critical 

Figure 6.  PDOS of atomic layers below the interface and at the DW of unrelaxed (a) T–T and (b) H–H 
configurations with relaxed vacancy-free O-ended interface. The arrows represent the bend bending needed to 
accumulate necessary free carriers for bound charge compensation at the DW. Thus, higher depolarization field 
is needed for stabilizing H–H DW.
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value ( Ecr ), the MD configuration becomes unstable. Hence, it transforms to the SD state. This critical electric 
field sustained by the domains in T–T configuration ( Ecr ) is obtained as 0.105 V/A◦ (10.5 MV/cm) as seen in 
Fig. 8a. This is the case when thickness of the narrower domain reaches its critical thickness ( tcr ) of 1.63 nm 
(thickness of three unit cells). Thus, T–T DW exists when it is located at least three unit cells (~ 1.63 nm) away 
from both the interfaces. Hence, HZO sample thickness needs to be more than 3.13 nm (thickness of six unit 
cells) for observing T–T DWs (given that other conditions, as discussed before, are met). The regime of stability 
of the T–T DW is depicted in Fig. 8b. We take HZO samples from 4.58 to 6.11 nm (thickness of nine unit cells 
to 12 unit cells) and calculate the critical field, Ecr for each of the samples. Ecr of 10.5 MV/cm and tcr of 1.63 nm 
is obtained irrespective of the sample thicknesses as shown in Fig. 8c. Thus, the critical domain thickness condi-
tion for T–T DWs persists for different sample thicknesses of HZO. Note that tcr with single oxygen vacancy at 
the spacer layer is slightly higher and is around 2.15 nm. We also observe that it is possible to obtain stable T–T 
DWs, with a single O-vacancy in the polar layer if the HZO thickness is increased. The value of tcr is around 
3.17 nm for T–T DW considering a single O vacancy at the polar layer.

Polarization profile
To show how polarization evolves inside the domains for the T–T configuration, we plot the polarization profiles 
in Fig. 9 for vacancy-free O-ended interface. Note that polarization of the O layer at the interface is not calculated. 
Figure 9a shows the polarization profile in the SD state. Here, due to negligible depolarization field (Fig. 7a), 
polarization is almost equal to bulk polarization (49 µC  cm−2) throughout the domain. On the other hand, in the 
MD state, i.e., when T–T DW exists, polarization is suppressed in each domain due to the depolarization field. 
When the DW is at the center and depolarization field is 7.2 MV/cm (from Fig. 7b), polarization in the domains 
is 35 µC  cm−2. When the DW shifts from the center, depolarization field increases in the narrower domain and 
decreases in the wider domain, as stated earlier. As a result, local polarization decreases in the narrower domain 
and increases in the wider domain. At depolarization field of 10.5 MV/cm (from Fig. 7c), polarization reduces 
to 25 µC  cm−2 in the narrower domain. The polarization profiles for DW at the center and one unit cell away 
from the center are shown in Fig. 9b, c, respectively.

Figure 7.  Plane averaged local and macroscopic electrostatic potential along the polarization direction for 
4.58 nm thick HZO in MFM when (a) HZO is in SD state (b) DW is at the center (c) DW is one unit cell 
away from the center. Insets show the corresponding atomic configurations. At SD state there is negligible 
depolarization field as opposed to finite values in MD state. Depolarization field increases in the narrower 
domain when DW shifts from the center.
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Domain nucleation and DW motion
With the understanding of the regime of stability of T–T DW, let us now look at the domain switching pathway 
through T–T DW formation. As described earlier, the minimum distance of the DW from an interface with Ir 
metal electrode is 1.63 nm. This means that the nucleation site must exceed the critical thickness of 1.63 nm (three 
unit cells). After nucleation, DW motion occurs by a quantum of half-unit cell along the polarization direction. 
This continues until DW reaches the critical thickness from the other side, after which it collapses to the SD 
state. The switching process is depicted in Fig. 10a. The corresponding energy barrier profile for this switching 
pathway obtained from NEB calculation is shown in Fig. 10b. As can be seen, the nucleation barrier height is 
1.67 eV which corresponds to the reversal of 3 unit cells. Thus, the nucleation barrier per unit cell reversal is 
approximately 0.55 eV (1.67/3 eV). The DW motion barrier for half-unit cell reversal is 0.12 eV (0.12 × 2 = 0.24 eV 
per unit cell). Previous works have shown nucleation and DW motion barrier height of 1.34 eV per unit cell for 
the widely studied ultra-sharp lateral DWs along x-axis15. Another topologically different lateral DW with wider 
DW along x-axis has been reported with nucleation and DW motion barrier of 1.17 eV and 73 meV per unit 
cell,  respectively16. Thus, the polarization switching energy barrier per unit cell along polarization direction for 
T–T DWs is significantly less than that for the ultra-sharp lateral DWs along the x direction and comparable 
to that of the topologically different wider lateral DW. According to Merz’s law, DW speed is proportional to 
exp(− Ea

E
) , Ea where is the activation field corresponding to barrier height and E is the applied electric field. This 

means that domain switching speed is expected to be much faster along the polarization direction compared to 
the ultra-sharp lateral (x) DW and comparable to the wider lateral DW discussed above.

In summary, using the first principles density functional theory, we analyzed T–T and H–H DW formation 
in HZO based metal-ferroelectric-metal structures. We found that stable T–T configuration with pbcn like phase 
near the DW can form with cross patterned polar and spacer segments in the neighboring domains. Low density 
of oxygen vacancy and higher work function of metal electrode enhances the favorability of T–T DW forma-
tion. On the other hand, stable H–H configuration is more likely to form with high density of oxygen vacancy 
or low work function of metal. Bound charges near the DW are screened by mobile carriers originating from 
band bending due to depolarization field. A balance between mobile carrier accumulation and depolarization 

Figure 8.  (a) Depolarization field in the narrower domain with the position of the DW away from the center in 
terms of half-unit cell. (b) Regime of stability of DW. DW is only stable within a certain distance from the center. 
Beyond that point, the excess depolarization filed destabilizes the DWs. (c) Consistency of the magnitude of 
maximum depolarization field with varying HZO sample thickness.
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field is needed for the stability of H–H/T–T DWs. Our detailed analysis with T–T configuration shows that 
DW formation is only possible above a critical thickness (3.13 nm for Ir-HZO-Ir) of the HZO sample. This is 
attributed to the increase in the depolarization field for low thicknesses. Based on the polarization reversal bar-
riers, ultra-fast domain growth is expected along the polarization direction. The unique results obtained in the 
work will help the ferroelectric research community to understand the possibility of H–H/T–T DW formation 
in HZO. This will be critical for analyzing the polarization switching process and may lead to the applications 
of H–H/T–T DW in HZO.

Figure 9.  Atomic layer wise Polarization profile along the polarization direction when (a) the sample is in SD 
state (b) DW is at the center (c) DW is one unit cell away from the center. Polarization is close to bulk value in 
single domain but decreases with increasing depolarization field in the multidomain states. Interface oxygen 
layer has been discarded for polarization calculation.

Figure 10.  (a) Schematics of nucleation and DW motion for polarization reversal through T–T DW. Arrow 
in each slot represents polarization of half-unit cell along the polarization direction. The empty slot represents 
interface oxygen layer. Minimum nucleation site thickness is 1.63 nm (3 unit cell thick). (b) Barrier height for 
polarization reversal. Nucleation barrier per unit cell is 1.67/3 = 0.55 eV and DW motion barrier per unit cell is 
0.12 × 2 = 0.24 eV.
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Methodology
We use Quantum Espresso software  package41 for First Principles Density Functional Theory calculations and 
Xcrysden software  package42 for presenting atomic configurations in this work. In Quantum espresso, Projec-
tor-Augmented Wave (PAW) pseudopotentials with non-linear core correction and Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof 
generalized gradient approximation (GGA-PBE) as exchange correlation functional is used.  HfO2 unit cell of 
ferroelectric orthorhombic Pca21 phase consists of four Hf atoms and eight oxygen atoms as shown in Fig. 1. 
Among them, non-centrosymmetric O atoms are responsible for the induced dipole moment. In HZO, half of the 
Hf atoms are replaced by Zr dopant. The orthorhombic Pca21 unit cell of HZO is optimized until 10−6 Rydberg 
(Ry) error in ionic minimization energy and  10−4 Ry  Bohr−1 force tolerance of all directional components are 
reached. Kinetic energy cut-off of 60 Ry for wavefunction and 360 Ry for charge density and potential are used 
with proper convergence test of the parameters. Brillouin zone is sampled with 6× 6× 6 Monkhorst–Pack grid 
of k-points. The calculated relaxed lattice parameters of the unit cell (5.06 A ◦ , 5.28 A ◦ and 5.09 A ◦ along the 
three orthogonal directions) match with previous theoretical calculations and  experiments14,26. We obtain the FE 
polarization from ionic and electronic contributions calculated using berry phase approach of Kohn Sham states 
(as per the modern theory of  polarization43. We obtain spontaneous polarization of 50 µC  cm−2 with polariza-
tion quantum of 120.24 µC  cm−2 along the z-direction consistent with previous works for  HfO2

17. It should be 
mentioned that experimentally observed residual polarization (21 µC  cm−2 after wake-up44) is lower due to the 
polycrystalline nature of HZO in experimental  samples45. Other than Pca21 phase, Fm3m, pbcn and P42/nmc 
phases also appear at the DW or during polarization switching. For comparison of atomic configurations with 
these phases, we obtain their unit cells and associated FE polarization using similar criteria as Pca21 phase.

For previously reported lateral HZO DWs, periodically repeated supercells are taken along all  directions27. 
However, in this work, for H–H/T–T DW, we use vacuum on both sides along the z-axis (polarization direction) 
to form Metal-Ferroelectric-Metal structures. Unless otherwise specified, we use Iridium (Ir) as the metal due 
to its applicability in  HfO2-based ferroelectrics and its low lattice mismatch with  HfO2. Cubic Fm3m unit cell of 
Ir is first relaxed to obtain the optimized configuration. The bulk Ir is then cleaved along the plane represented 
by miller indices (111). A (2 × 2) supercell of the cleaved surface has in-plane lattice parameters of 5.48 A° and 
4.75° where all the angles are 90°. This Ir supercell is then strained with 3.6% compressive strain and 6.3% tensile 
strain respectively along the two in-plane directions to match with the underlying (1 × 1) sized HZO. This reason-
ably low lattice mismatch allows us to simulate small supercells as well as obtain realistic bonding scenario near 
the HZO-Ir interface. A convergence test with respect to the metal thickness on both sides is performed. It is 
observed that metal atomic configurations are affected within a very thin region of the interface for different metal 
thicknesses. After convergence test, we take 7 A ◦ of metal on each side. Then, HZO is sandwiched between metal 
on both sides. Due to the inherent periodic nature of structures in the DFT methodology, the vacuum around 
the model should be wide enough to avoid interactions between two contiguous (but unintended) structures. 
Vacuum of 10 A ◦ on both sides of the MFM structure is formed giving a total of 20 A° gap. The validity of the 
assumed vacuum thickness is verified by energy convergence with respect to vacuum layer thickness. Energy 
error of 10−5 Ry, force tolerance of  10−4 Ry  Bohr-1,  2× 2× 1 Monkhorst–Pack grid points and Gaussian smear-
ing of 0.01 Ry are used for calculation of MFM. This low k-point density increases the computational efficiency 
significantly with some sacrifice in the accuracy of the system energies. However, we verify that energy differ-
ences—the quantities that we are mostly interested in—are unaffected by these assumptions. Single domain slabs 
and multi-domain slabs of H/H–T–T configurations are ionically relaxed by constraining the in-plane lattice 
parameters to be equal to bulk single domain lattice parameters. On the other hand, the out-of-plane lattice 
parameter gets relaxed due to the vacuum on both sides. Despite the wide vacuum, there might be unintended 
spurious electric field from the neighboring out-of-plane supercells. To nullify its effect, we apply dipole correc-
tion through a fictitious dipole, when needed.

We use nudged elastic band (NEB) method for finding energy barrier profiles of nucleation and DW motion. 
The projected density of states (PDOS) and local 3-dimensional electrostatic potential (EP) are obtained from 
data postprocessing packages in Quantum Espresso. The atom wise PDOS data obtained from Quantum Espresso 
are post-processed in MATLAB to obtain layer wise PDOS. Due to the widely known bandgap underestimation 
issue with GGA functional, the band offset values from PDOS are not exact in magnitude, but they provide a 
good understanding of the trends. To get more accurate values of depolarization field, EP is used in MATLAB 
to extract the plane-averaged local electrostatic potential. For macroscopic potential, an averaging window size 
equal to the interlayer oxygen spacing is applied to minimize oscillations. The magnitude of electric field in a 
region is defined by the slope in the macroscopic potential.

Data availability
The datasets used and/or analyzed during the current study are available from the corresponding author on 
reasonable request.
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